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INTRODUCTION

We extend the equivalence relation z (resp. the category OR) (defined in
[DGK]) from Kg to an, in general, much larger subset Pg. c b* (resp. to
the category ~3’“.~.),where w.g. stands for “weakly good”. We denote the
extended equivalence relation by x ‘. We prove that the equivalence classes
in Pa. under Z’ have description exactly similar to that for the
equivalence classes in Kg under x, given by Deodhar-Gabber-Kac. We
also prove that their category decomposition theorem for UR can be
extended to CY8.. We further prove that Extz(M, N) = 0, if M and NE 0
(resp. in C!Yg.)are of inequivalent - (resp. = “) types.
Now we describe the contents in more detail. Unless otherwise stated,
g will denote an arbitrary symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra with its
Cartan subalgebra fj.
Section 1. Fix II, p E h*. Let us say that 2 is related to ,u if the irreducible
module L(A) is a subquotient of the Verma module M(p) and denote by the equivalence relation thus generated. BernsteinGelfand-Gelfand, using
central character theory, gave a necessary and sufficient condition for 2 to
be related to p, in the case when g is finite dimensional [BGG]. Later
Jantzen [J] simplified their proof, by making use of the Shapovalov
bilinear form. An important aspect (specially for the infinite dimensional
Lie algebraists) of Jantzen’s simplification was that it did not use central
character theory. Later Kac-Kazhdan generalized Jantzen’s arguments to
prove an analogue of the BGG theorem for arbitrary g [KK]. It is clear
from the description of Kac-Kazhdan [KK, Sect.4, Theorem 21 that the
equivalence classesunder - (due to the existence of imaginary roots in the
infinite dim case) are fairly complicated to describe, e.g., it is no more true
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that I -p implies that there exists a w E W such that w * A= p (w * A is
defined to be ~(1 + p) - p). Subsequently, Deodhar-Gabber-Kac showed
[DGK, Sect. 51 that if we take PE Kg (the Tits cone) c h* and take 1
related to p then I is again in Kg and there exists w E W such that
w * A = p. (Thus the highest weights of irreducible subquotients of M(p),
pEKg, are given exactly by what one would expect if central character
theory were available.)
The principal aim in the first section (of this paper) is to show that there
is a subset Kw.g.,defined in Section (1.3), of h* (K”.g. I Kg), such that if
p E IYg. and d E h* is related to p then 3,E:IYg. and there exists w E W(p)
satisfying w * 3,= p ( W(p) is defined in Section (1.8)). From this we deduce
that if we define an equivalence relation z ’ in K”‘.g.(Sect. (1.6)) (analogous
to the definition of z in Kg, given by [DGK, Sect. 5]), then (for
I,/lEK--.)
Ax” p iff there exists w E W(p) satisfying w * I = p. This is content of our Theorem (1.7) and its Corollary (1.8). Our proof (of
Theorem (1.7)) is along the lines of Jantzen [J] or Kac-Kazhdan [KK].
But we would like to mention a sort of “Localization” which is implicit in
our proof. I believe that this idea of localization may be of interest
elsewhere, e.g., in studying the nonsymmetrizable case.
Further, Kw.g. is the complement (in h*) of a union of (at the most)
countably many hyperplanes (e.g., in the affrne, including twisted affine,
case Kw.g.is complement of a single hyperplane), whereas Kg is, in general,
only a “half’ space. See Lemma (1.5).
We further introduce the category Ow.g.(similar to Cogintroduced by
DGK) as the full subcategory of 8 consisting of all those modules M such
that all the irreducible subquotients of M have highest weights E Kw.g..We
extend the category decomposition theorem [DGK, Theorem 5.71 to the
whole of 0 w.g..This is our Corollary 2.13(a). Introducing K”.g. has two
immediate consequences.One; we show (in Proposition (1.10)) that in the
afftne (including twisted affrne) case K”.g. is stable under - and hence if
1, p E K”.g. then 1 -p iff I x0 p. In particular, if 1, pe Kg and 1 -p then
13z p. This settles a question [DGK, Remark 5.51 in affirmative, for the
affrne case. We show, by an explicit example, that this is false in general.
Our counter-example is in the case of hyperbolic rank 2 Lie algebras. See
Example (1.12) and the Remarks (1.13). Another application (though of
similar nature) is in proving a vanishing theorem (Corollaries 2.13(b)) in
homology (which was conjectured in [Ku]).
Section 2. The main result here is Theorem (2.2). This asserts that, for
all n > 0, Ext;(M, N) = 0 if M, NE 0 (resp. E 0 w.g-)are of inequivalent (resp. z “) types (see Definition (2.1)). This theorem, for the particular
value of n = 1, is one of the main results of [DGK].
Their decomposition theorems (Theorems (4.2) and (5.7)) will prove that
481/108/2-I3
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(under the assumptions of our theorem on M and N) Ext; (M, N)
(resp. Ext;,(M, N)) = 0. (Ext, denotes the Ext functor in the category 0, as
defined by Buchsbaum [B].) But we do not know if, for arbitrary g, the
following holds:
(1) Ext;(M, N) z Extyg,h,(M, N) for M, NE 0 and
(2) Ext’f,(M, N)~+xt;l,,,~,(M, N) for 44, NEON.
(For finite dim g, this (of course) is known to be true.) The validity of
(1) and (2) would provide an alternative proof of our vanishing theorem
(2.2). One of the difficulties is that the category 0 (in contrast with the
finite dim case) does not have enough projectives, e.g., it can be seen (by
using some results in [RW]) that, in the affrne case, L( -p) is not the
image of any projective object in Lo.
Theorem (2.2) is used to deduce the category decomposition result
(Corollaries (2.13)(a)) for the category 0 w.g..As another consequence (of
Theorem 2.2)), we deduce some vanishing theorems for H,(g, M) and
H*(g, M) (Corollaries 2.13(b)). In particular, one can immediately deduce
the vanishing of H,(g, L(1)) and H*(g, L(A)), for L(A) an integrable
highest weight module with 1 #O (a result due to M. Duflo) and the
vanishing of H,( g, M) and H*(g, M), for ME 0 provided the Casimir acts
as an automorphism on M. The vanishing of H,(g, M), in this case, is due
to [Ku, Theorem 1.23.
I thank Victor Kac and Dale Peterson for some helpful conversations on
the Shapovalov bilinear form.

NOTATIONS

Unless otherwise stated g, throughout, will denote an arbitrary symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra/C, U(g) its universal enveloping
algebra and W will denote its Weyl group, as defined in [K, Chap. 31. We
will use the same notations as in [Ku, Section 01, in particular, recall that,
0 is an invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on h*; for a vector
space V over C, V* will denote the full dual Horn&V, C); for a left U(g)module M, by M’ we will mean the right g-module with the underlying
space being the same as M and the action being m . a = T(u). m for m E A4
and a E U(g), where T is the unique anti-automorphism of U(g) which is
- 1 on g. Modules will be left unless explicitly stated. The symbol @
without a subscript will mean tensor product over @and N will denote the
set of positive integers. For a Lie algebra g, a subalgebra a, and (left)
g-modules M, N, by Ext;,,,,(M, N) (resp. Tarp a)(M’, N)) we will mean
Ext”(M, N) (resp. Tor,(M’, N)) with respect to the pair (of rings)
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(U(g), U(a)), as defined by Hochschild in [H]. As is customary, Extb,,
(resp. Tot-F ‘1) will be abbreviated to Ext; (resp. Tori). We further define
(as usual)
H,( g, a, M) = Tor$, “)( @,M) x To@ “)( M’, C)
and
H”(g, Q,W = Exf&, a& Ml.
We also fix pgh*, satisfying p(h,) = 1 for all the simple coroots hi,
l<idI.
For Iz~h*, we denote by M(I) the Verma module (for g) with
highest weight I and L(1) the (unique) irreducible quotient of M(1).
1. AN EXTENSION
OF THE CATEGORY 0g
(1.1) A bilinear form on U(g) with values in S(b), given by
Since g = n ~ 0 h 0 n, one obtains the decomposition
U(g) = U(n- ) 0 S(h) @ U(n), where S(h) = U(h) is the symmetric algebra
of h. In particular, U(g) can be expressed as a direct sum of two subspaces

Shapovalov.

u(9) = S(b)0 W &d + W)n).

(11)

Let f (resp. f ‘) be the lattice (resp. semigroup) G h*, generated by the
simple roots { a1 ,..., IX,}, i.e.,

I-= i zu,
i=

1

and
r+ = i

Z+ai,

i=l

where Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers.
The r-gradation on g, of course, induces a r-gradation on U(g). For any
p E r, we denote by U(g)@the /?th graded component of U(g).
We denote by H: U(g) + S(h), the projection of U(g) on the S(h)-factor,
given by (I1 ).
Shapovalov has introduced [S, Sect.23 a symmetric bilinear form A on
U(g) with values in S(h), defined by
4x, Y) = NW)

. Y),

for x, Y E 43),

where 8 is the unique involutive anti-automorphism of U(g) satisfying
f3(ei)= fi and 01, = Id.
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Clearly A(U(dB,, U(dB,)=O if PI ZB2.
For /IE~+,
we denote by A,j the restriction of A to
W-)-&3
U(n 1-p where U(n -)L8= U(n )n (U(g)--,f).
The following basic theorem is due to Shapovalov [S, Sect.21 in the
finite dimensional case and due to Kac-Kazhdan [KK, Theorem l] in the
infinite dimensional case.
(1.2) THEOREM. Let g he any symmetrizahle Kac-Moody Lie algebra.
Fix PEP+. We denote by det Ai the determinant of the symmetric bilinear
form Ai : U(n ~ )-B x U(n - ) -B --t S(b), with respect to some C-basis of
U(npB (so that det AP is determined only up to a (nonzero) constant complex multiple). Then
detA,?=

II=
I

n

fi

z.sA+

h,+p(h,)-n2

4g, a)

OP
~na)
1 3

where P denotes the Kostant partition function and for a =Cf=, niaj,
h, = xi=, n,(o(a,, ai)/2) hi. Further the roots a E A+, in the above expression
of det Ai, are taken as many times as their multiplicities.
(1.3) DEFINITION (An extension of Tits cone). For any aEd? (A,”
denotes the set of all the positive imaginary roots), let us consider the set
S, =

{

I l

46 a)
b*: ~(2 + p, a) = 2

1

and define S=lJztAl~ S,. We now define Kw.g.= h*\S (w.g. stands for
weakly good).
We define a shifted action of W on h* as follows. For w E W and AE h*,
Put
w*il=w.(;l+p)-p
(We reserve the notation w* for this shifted action, to distinguish it from
the usual action of W on h* denoted by w. 2.)
It can be easily seen that
(a) Kw.g.~ Kg (Kg is defined in [DGK, Sect. 51)
(b) S (and hence K”.g.) is stable under the shifted W-action.
Now we define a full subcategory 0 w.g.of 0 such that

and 0 w.g.shares many important properties of Og.
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We define a full subcategory 0 w.g.of 0 consisting of
(1.4) DEFINITION.
all those modules ME 0 such that all the irreducible subquotients of M
(also called components of M) have highest weights E kYg..
Since JYg. contains Kg, 0 w.g.contains 0 g as a subcategory (Logis defined
in [DGK, Sect. 51). In fact, we will see, in the next lemma, that 0 w.g.is
“much” larger than Og in general.
(1.5)

LEMMA.

A comparison between lYg. and Kg is shown in Table I.

(a) Follows from [DGK, Proposition 5.21.
(b) The assertion about Kg follows from [DGK, Proposition 5.2; K,
Proposition 6.3, p. 661.
ProoJ:

The assertion about Kw.g.follows from the description of the imaginary
roots, as in [K, Theorem 5.6, p. 533 and the description of the form 0 on
h* as given in [K, Chap. 61.
(c) The assertion about Kg follows from [K, Exercise 5.20, p. 601, since
in this case there are no null roots. The assertion about K”.g. follows from
[M, Sect. 3, Theorem l] (see Example (1.12)). 1
Analogous to the definition of the equivalence relation x in KR, as given
in [DGK, Sect. 53, we define an equivalence relation z0 in K”.g. as
follows.
Let
II, pi K”.g.. We first define L 5” p if the
(1.6) DEFINITION.
irreducible module L(L) (with highest weight A) is a subquotient of the
Verma module M(p). Now define z” as the equivalence relation in KW.g.,
generated by the relation 3’ . More explicitly, J. z o p if there exists a finite
chain (for some n > 0) A = I,, 1, ,..., E,,,= CL,with all Lie K”.g. and such that,
for all O<i<n,
{Ai, A,,,} satisfies

li 5’ li+ 1

or

&+, 3” Ai.

The “concrete” description of the relation z in KR, as given in [DGK,
Proposition 5.61, can be extended to K”,g.. This is one of the main
motivations behind introducing Kw.g. and the category 0 w.g.. More
precisely we have the following.
Let ,I,, E K”.g. and p0 E tj* with & # pO. Then L(p,) is a
(1.7) THEOREM.
subquotient of M(I,,) if and only if there exist positive real roots 4, ,..., 4,
(n 2 1) and elements I, ,..., J,, = p,, E Ij* satisfying, for all 1 < i < n,
(1)

o(;li-I+P,dY)EN

t2)

Y,, * Ai- I = li,

and

Indecomposable atline
(including twisted atline)

Symmetric hyperbolic
rank 2 Case, i.e., g = g(H,)
where H 0 = ( 2o 2“ 1

(b)

(c)

u Re (resp. Im) denotes the real (resp. imaginary)

anda>3.
(If a < 2 then
g(H,) is either
finite dim. or atline
and hence covered above)

Finite dimensional

(a)

9

{x~(,+yc(~:

I”

part and 6 is as defined in [K, Chap. 51.

G((a-m)P)y)

((a+#z)/2)j<x

K”nl)$=
--p+
x, yERand

{ioh*:Rea(l,+p,6)>Oor
Re u(l + p, 6) = 0 and
Imcr(i+p,6)>0}

b*

Kg

TABLE

u
s,m,.,~
Im.n,Pr,,
where
S ,,,.,={~Eb*:i(hl)m+i(h,)n
=mZ-amn+n’-nr-n}and
z,= ((m,n)EL+
xz+:m+n>o
andm2-amn+n’<O).

h*\
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where, for any real root 4, ~5”denotes 24/a(& 4) and yI denotes the reflection
(through 4) y,(p) = fi - a(& q5”)qk Of course y4 E W.
Since K”.g. is W-stable (under the shifted action), we get that pOE Kw.g.. In
particular, the Verma module M(A), with highest weight 1 E KW.g., is in the
category 0 w.g.,
Proof: The proof makes essential use of the Shapovalov bilinear form
and its determinant. We could have deduced the theorem from [KK,
Theorem 21, but we decided to give a complete proof (not using [KK,
Theorem 21, though our proof is quite similar) to bring out a
“localization” implicit in our proof. (We localize the Shapovalov determinant in K”.g..) I feel that this idea of localization may be useful
elsewhere, e.g., in studying the nonsymmetrizable case
Fix any I E h* and consider the Verma module M(1). Of course,

ch M(A) = e” C,,ET+ P(q) e-“,
character of M(I).

where ch M(A)

denotes the
(12)

Fix, once and for all, a z E h* such that ~(z, a) # 0, for any u E P\(O).
Embed S(h)5 C[t] @S(h) by f I--+1 @f: Recall, from (l.l), the definition
of Shapovalov bilinear form A: U(g) 0 U(g) --f S(h) 4 @[t] @IS(h) and
denote by A .- the restriction of A to U(n ) 6 U(n ). Let
eu.n+r;** C[t] 0 S(h) -+ C[t] denote the evaluation map, defined by

fc3Ji,-t;,Hf

.(l(E,)+ tz(k;,)). ... .(A(t;,)+tz(J;,)),

for f EC[t] and any T;ih.
Let a, denote the composite map ev, + fZoA ~ o$
M(I)OM(A)A

U(n-)@U(n-)A--t

CCt] OS(l))-

C[t],

where 1c/is induced by the inverse of the map: U(n - ) + M(A), defined by

f H f. uA (where u1 is some fixed nonzero highest weight vector of M(I)).
Jantzen has defined a filtration M(A) = @(A) =) M’(A) 2 M’(A) 3 ... (by
g-modules) of M(A) by Mi(A) = {u E M(A): a,(~, w) is divisible by t’ for any
w E M(A)}. Then M’(A) is the maximal proper submodule of M(A).
For any /I E P, one has [J]
ord,(evn+,Z det As)=

c dim Mfi-&A),
i>

(13)

1

where ord,(Q) denotes the highest power of t which divides Q(t),
detAgES(h)4@[t]@S(h)
is defined in Theorem(1.2) and M’,-B(A)
denotes the (A - jI)th weight space of A#(A).
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From (I,), (I,), and Theorem (1.2), we obtain
1 chM’(I)=e”
i>

1

ord,(eu,+,,detAi)e

”

I
=

e”P(/l

isf+E
/JEl‘f

-

ncr)

e

/I,

(wl)ED,.

where
D,=

(cr,n)~A+x~:a

A+p-;a,o

so,
c chM’(A)=
c
chM(A-ncr)
i2 1
(%H)En/.

(I41

Taking A = A,,EJ?‘.~., we see (using [K, Proposition 5.51 and the
definition of K”.g.) that any (a, n) E D, has the property that c1is a real
root and then (of course) n is unique (Localization). So we can express
1 ch M’(&) = 1 ch M(& - n(a) c(),
121

(15)

where the summation (in the right) runs over all those c(E AT satisfying
a(&+~, cr”) is a positive integer (say) n(a).
Proof of the “only if” part of the theorem. Since L(,uo) is a subquotient
of M(&), of course, A,,- p,, E r+. We prove the assertion by induction on
II, -pclol. (For p = C niuiE r+, 181denotes C n,.)
Since M(&)/M’ (A,) is the irreducible module ,!,(A,) and A,,# p,,, we
get, from (IT), that L(p,) is a subquotient of M(A,- n(dl) #,), for some
4, E AT and n(d,) E N satisfying a(& + p, 4’;) = n(dl). Now ym,* ,I, =
n,-~(~,+P,~‘;)~,=II,-no,
and hence &,-n(q5,)q5,EKw.g.. This
proves, by induction, the only if part of the theorem.
The “if’ part follows fairly easily from (Is). 1
The following corollary is an easy consequence of the above theorem,
(1.8) COROLLARY. Let 1, p E KW.g.,then 1 z ’ p zf and only ly there exists
w E W(A) such that w * 2 = p, where W(A) c W is the group generated by all
the reflections {y4} for q4E AT satisfying ~$2 + p, (6”)E Z. (Observe that
W(w * A) = W(A), for any w E W(A).)
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(1.9) COROLLARY (of Corollary (1.8)). Kg c K”.g. is stable under z ‘,
i.e., if I E Kg and p E K”+ is such that p z a A then p E Kg. Moreover the
equivalence relation x a restricted to Kg is the same as the equivalence
relation x on Kg, as defined in [DGK, Sect. 5).
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary (1.8) and the fact that
Kg is W-stable under the shifted action of W. 1

Recall the definition of an equivalence relation - on h*, as given in
[ DGK, Section 41.
(1.10) PROPOSITION. Let g be an affine (including twisted affine) Lie
algebra. Let AE Kw.g. and p E b* such that A- p. Then pi Kw.g. and hence
1 rz” p. In particular (see Corollary (1.9)) if AE KR and p E b* with A-p
then pEKgandIzp.
(1.11) Remark. This settles a question, due to Deodhar-Gabber-Kac
[DGK, Remark 5.51, in the affirmative, for the afline Lie algebras. In the
next example, we will show that Proposition (1.10) is false in general. We
give a counterexample in the case of rank 2 hyperbolic Lie algebras,
associated to symmetric Cartan matrices H, = ( 2, ;y) with any positive
integer a > 3. More specifically, we show that there exist A, p in the interior
of the dominant chamber (of the dual Cartan algebra associated to H,)
such that 2-p but I ;C p.
Proof of Proposition (1.10). In view of Theorem (1.7) it suffices to show
that if L(I) is a subquotient of M(p) then PE Kw.g..
Since L(A) is a subquotient of M(p), we have P-A = Cf=, npi, for some
n,EZ+. Now, from the description of KW.g., as given in Lemma (1.5) we
see that PE KW.g.,proving the proposition.

(1.12) EXAMPLE. Fix a symmetric hyperbolic 2 x 2 Cartan matrix
;“) with a > 3.
H,=(:,
We have the following description of the bilinear form on h*.

da,, a,)=o(a,, cr,)=Z
Further p = (tl, +a2)/(2-a)

~(a,, a2) = -a.

and, by [M, Sect. 3, Theorem 11,
m+n>Oandm’-amn+n’<O}.

d’~=(mcc,+na,:m,nEZ+,

We know, by Lemma (1.5), that

s=(m,n)~.G
u s,m,“,~

(16)
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where S,,, n, = {lEt)*:;l(h,)m+ll(h,)n=

m*-mna+n*-m-n}

and Z, is

as defined in Lemma (1.5), case (c).
For any 1 E S,,. ,2J,by (I,), we have
(17)

For any XE R, denote A.r=~x(aI +a,)~lj*.
satisfying:

We want to pick /?~h*,

(1) B=ma,+na,Ed+m
44 + P, D) = 4% BY2 and
(3) o(l,-/I,
ai)>
for i= 1,2.
(2)

(l), (2), and (3) together are equivalent to the following:
(a) m, neZ+, m+n>O and m*-amn+n*<O
(b) x=(-m*-n’+mna+m+n)/(m+n)(a-2)
and
(c) x < (an - 2m)/(a - 2) and also x < (am - 2n)/(a - 2).
For any choice of x E [w and m, n E Z + , satisfying (a), (b), and (c), we
and also Ay-~~y-(na,+ma2)
(since
have, by (I,), 1, - A,-(ma,+na,)
conditions (a), (b), and (c) are symmetric in m and n). Further, by (c),
A, - (ma, + na2) and ;i, - (na, + ma*) both belong to the interior Co of the
dominant chamber (Co = { 2 E h*: a(A, ai) > 0 for all i}). In particular
A~y-(ma,+na2)-~T-(na,+ma2)
and if m#n (so that A,--(ma,+na,)#
there does not exist any w E W such that
I, - (Hal + mad),
w * (A.,- (maI + na2)) = 2, - (na, + ma*) (since both of them belong to the
dominant chamber) and hence A, - (ma, + na2) & A, - (nal + ma*).
So it suffices to choose x E IR and m # n E Z + satisfying (a), (b), and (c).
Of course, if we pick (m, n), the choice of x is uniquely determined by (b).
We denote this x by x~,,,.,,). Hence it remains to choose m # n E Z + satisfying (a) and (c) with x replaced by xc,,,). Also there are infinitely many
such pairs (m, n), e.g., the pair (m, n) = (k, k + 1) does satisfy (a) and (c)
for any integer k 2 7.
(1.13) Remarks. (1) As in the above example, we fix k = k, > 7 and
take (m, n) = (k,, k, + 1). If we now choose (e.g.) a = 2k, - 1 and
x=x~~~,~~+ r) then 2, is integral and hence A,-- (k,a, + (k, + 1) a*) and
A.,- ((k. + 1) a, + k,a,) are both dominant integral elements which are related but are not E related.
(2) The above example can be suitably modified to give counter
examples in the case of all the rank 2 (i.e., even in the nonsymmetric case)
hyperbolic Kac-Moody algebras.
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2. A VANISHING THEOREMFOR THE EXT FUNCTOR

As in [DGK, 41, we recall (resp. make) the following
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let II (resp. /i “.g.) be an equivalence class of h*
under the equivalence relation N (resp. an equivalence class of K”.g. under
z:“). A module MEW (resp. ME@ “‘,g,)is said to be of type ,4 (resp. A’“.“.)
iff all the irreducible subquotients of M have highest weights E /1 (resp.
E/i w.g.).
We denote by 0, (resp. O;&.) the full subcategory of the category 0
(resp. 0 “.g.) consisting of those modules ME 0 (resp. Cow.g.)such that M is
of type n (resp. A”.“.).
(Pg., O”.g. and c ’ are defined in Sections (1.3), (1.4), and (1.6), respectively.)
One of the main results of this section is the following.
(2.2) THEOREM.
Then

Let g be any symmetrizable Kac-Moody

Lie algebra.

(a) Let M, N be two g-modules in the category 0, such that A4
(resp. N) is of type AM (resp. ,4 n). If A,,,, # ,4 N then
Ext;( M, N) = 0,

for all

n > 0.

(b) Let M, N be two g-modules in the category c!?J”.~.
such that A4
(resp. N) is of type /i>g. (resp. A;g.). If /i’$g. # A;“., then again
Ext;(M, N) = 0,

for all

n > 0.

(2.3) Remark. The vanishing of Ext;(M, N), as in part (a) of the above
theorem, for the particular value of n = 1, is one of the main results of
Deodhar-Gabber-Kac
[DGK,
Theorem 4.51. Their decomposition
theorem [DGK, Theorem 4.21 (resp. Theorem (5.7)) is clearly equivalent
to the vanishing of Ext”,(M, N) (resp. Ext’&(M, N)) for all n>O, if M and
N are of unequal types in 0 (resp. Og), whereas our theorem implies an
even stronger vanishing result.

To prove the theorem, we need the following lemmas.
(2.4) LEMMA. For any g-modules X,
(including a = 0) of g, we have

Y and any Lie subalgebra a

Ext;,,,,(X, Y*) z [Tor$“)( X’, Y)] *
(See the “Notations” for Y* and X’.)

for all

n 2 0.
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Lemma (2.4) is well known and (in any case) easy to prove.
A g-module X is called a (g, h) module if (as an
(2.5) DEFINITION.
h-module) it is direct sum of finite dimensional h-modules.
(We do not demand that the isotypical components (under the h-action)
are finite dimensional.)
The following lemma (I believe) is due to M. Duflo.
(2.6) LEMMA.
Let X, Y be (g, IJ) modules. Then Ext;(X, Y*)z
Ext;(X, Y”), for all n > 0, where Y” denotes the t)-semisimple part of
Y*. (More specifically, if we write Y=CfiG,, Y,, where Y,{=
{YE Y: h.y=fi(h).
Y}, then Y”=&,,,
Y$.)
Proof Consider the cochain complex C= x,,20 c” (with standard d),
where C” = Homc(/l”(g)@X, Y*) z Hom,(/i”(g)@ X8 Y, C). Of course
(by definition) the cohomology of C is Ext,(X, Y*). Since g, X, and Y are
all (g, h) modules, /i”(g)@XO Y is again a (g, h)-module, for any n >O.
Write /l”(g)@X@ Y=Cpch* Mi, where M; is the isotypical component
(with respect to the h-action) of /i”(g)@X@ Y corresponding to BE h*.
Clearly C” = n,, ,,* (M;;)* and, for every /I E h*, z:, (M;)* is a subcomplex
of C. For any f E C”, denote by fp its component in the (M;j)* factor.
Now C,,, = C C:,,, where C;,, = Hom,(n”(g) 0 X, Y”), is a subcomplex
of C and its cohomology is Ext,(X, rU). Further f E C” belongs to C;,, if
and only if, for any u E n”(h) 0 X, fa(u) is zero (as an element of Y*) for all
but finitely many ps. In particular, C, (M;S)* c C,,,
Now, we want to prove that for any f E C” (resp. f E C:,,) satisfying
(1)

df =O,

(2) f0=09

there exists a g E c” ~ ‘(resp. C:,-,-’ ) satisfying
(1) &=.L
go=o.
Of course, this would prove the lemma.
We now prove the existence of g. For any B # OE~*, fix a h(fi)E b
satisfying B(h@))= 1. Since dih + i,,d= L,, for any bet) (L denotes the
representation of h on C), we get di t&fp) + ihcB,d(fB) =fp. But since
f =CpzOfg and df=CpgO dfp = 0, we have for all fi # 0 E b*, dih~p~(fs) =
fs, i.e., d(&+,, ihc8,(fs)) =f: So the element g = &+,, ihCBj(f8)does the job.
(Observe that if f E C;,, then g again is in C&i l.) fi
(2)

Define a twisted g-module structure on any g-module (M, rr) by 7100,
where o is the (unique) C-linear involution of g defined by o(e,) = -f, for
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all 1~ i < 1 and o(h) = -h, for all h E h. We denote by M” the vector space
M, under the o-twisted g-module structure.
(2.7) Remark. For any MEO, the g-module (M”)” is nothing but M”,
as defined in [DGK, Sect.43.
(2.8) LEMMA.
g-module M.

H,(g, M)c

H,(g, AI”),

for

all

n>O

and any

(left)

Proof: We have the following commutative diagram,

A”(g)@Ma
I
I
ml)@M” d

A”-‘(g)@M
I
I
A”-‘(g)@M”

where the horizontal maps are the standard chain maps corresponding to
the Lie algebra g with coefficients (resp.) in M and M”. The vertical maps
are defined by x1 A ... A x,@m+o(x,)
A ... A o(x,)@m,
for
x1 ,..., x, E g and m E M, similarly the other vertical map.
This immediately proves the lemma.
(2.9) COROLLARY.

For any ME 0, we have H”(g, M) NN[H,(g, Mu)]*.

To prove, combine Lemmas (2.4), (2.6), and (2.8).
(2.10) LEMMA.

For any (g, ij) module M and any pet)*

Tor(flJJ)(M’,
M(p)) E [H,(n, M)] _ P’
n
where [ H,( n, M)] _ p denotes the - p eigenspace (under the canonical action

of91 of H,h W.
Proof Take a (b, h)-free resolution of the (left) b-module C, (n acts
trivially on C,, and h acts on C, z @ by the character p)
*. . + F, + F, -+ C, + 0.

(S,)

Since U(g) is right U(b)-free (U(b) acting on U(g) by right multiplication) (by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem) we get an exact
sequence (S,), by tensoring (S, ) with U(g),
... -+ U(g) @ F,+
U(b)

U(g) @ F,,+M(p)+O.
U(b)

c%)
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We have the following commutative diagram,

where the vertical maps (defined by m @a -+ m Q (1 Qa), for m E M’ and
aE F,,) are all isomorphisms.
Observe that
(for
U(g) @U(b) Fn = u(g) 0 U(b)(u(b) 0 u(b) Fjl)
some h-module Fz), since by assumption F,, is (b, lj)-free. But
u(g)

8

U(b)

(U(b)

@u(b)

F9

=

Ug)

Ouch)

Flj

and

hence

Vd

OUcbj

F,,

is

(g, h)-free. Hence
Torjp,h)(M’, M(U)) z Tor$bTh)(Mt,C,).

63)

By definition, TorLb*i))(M’,C,) is nth homology of the standard complex
n(b/b)~((M~@,)/t).(/i(b/E))O(MOC,)).
But since b=t)$n (as a vector space) and h acts reductively on A4 and 6, we get that Tor(b’h)(M’, C,)
is the homology of the complex [A(n) 0 M@ Cp]$. Further since n acts
trivally on C,,
Tor(P*$)(M’, C,) z [H,(n, M)] -~.

(19)

(I,) and (Is), together, prove the lemma. 1
Now we are ready to prove the theorem.
(2.11) Proof of Theorem (2.2)(a).

Ext;(M, N”) z Ext;(M, (N”)“)

(since N” = (N”)” = (N”)“)

M Ext;(M, (N”)*)

(by Lemma (2.6))

M [Tor;(M’, N”)] *

(by Lemma (2.4))

Hence,
Ext;(M, NO)% [Torj((M”)‘,

N)]*

(by Lemma (2.8)).

UIO)

Since (NO)” z N, by [DGK, Proposition 4.61, replacing N by N” in (I,,),
we get
Ext;(M, N) x [Tor:((M”)‘,

N”)]*.

(Ill)

Since Tor commutes with direct limits in both the variables and if N is of
type fb then (clearly) N” is also of type A, (see [DGK,
Proposition (4.6)]), we need to prove the vanishing of Tor;((M”)‘, N), for
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M and N finitely generated g-modules. By [GL, Lemma 4.41, for any
MEO,
there exists a (possibly infinite)
increasing filtration
(O)=M,GM,cM,c
. ..) of submodules of M such that U i Mi = M and
M,/M,~- I is a highest weight module, for all i > 1.
Further for any M, c M, and N, c N, there are exact sequences
. . . + Tor;(Mi,

N2) -+ Tor;(M;, N,) + Tor;((M,/M,)‘,
+ Tori _ ,(M; , N2) + . . .

N2)
(W

and
... + Torz(M;, N,) -+ Tor;(M;, N,) + Torz(Mi, N,/N,)
-+Tor;-,(M;,

N,)+

...

6%)

Hence we can assume that M (resp. N) is quotient of a Verma module
M(A) (resp. M(p)). Write
O-PK+M(~)+M+O
and
O+K’-+M(p)-+N+O.
Assume, by induction, that for all k < n, Torf((M”)‘, N) = 0, for any M
and NE 0 such that M is of type A,,,, and N is of type A, with AM # AN.
(Of course, the induction starts at n = 0.) Using the exact sequences(S,)
and (S,) and the induction hypothesis, it suff’rces to show that
Tor;((M(l)“)‘,
M(p)) = 0 for Iz,/JE $* and 2 + ,u.
By Lemma (2.10), Tor$,h)((M(I)w)‘, M(p)) x [H,(n, M(,I)“)] up. But
since M(1) is U(n-)-free, M(n)w is U(n)-free and hence H,(n, M(n)w) is 0
n=O
and
H,(n, M@yq x M(ly/n- kqny.
Further,
unless
M(l)“/n *M(n)- is one dimensional (over C) h-module with character -I
and hence [H,,(n, A4(,I)“)] -p = 0 (since A # cl). Thus we have established
that Tor$~Q)((M(3L)O)‘,M(p)) = 0, for all n 2 0.
By Hochschild-Serre [HS, Sect.61, there is a spectral sequence with
Ei, 4 = H&g, h, M(J)w @ M(p)) @ H,(h) and converging to the homology
H,(g, M(n)“@M(p)).
(Although in [HS], it is proved for cohomology
and under the restriction that g is finite dimensional, it can be easily adopted to our situation, since h acts reductively on g as well as
IM(~)~@IM(p).) Hence the vanishing of TorFh)((M(I.)o)‘, M(p)) x
H,(g, h, M(J)w@ M(p)) implies the vanishing of Torg((M(I)W)‘, M(p)) and
hence part (a) of the theorem follows.
Proof of part (b) is exactly similar. We just need to observe that for any
A EK’“,~, and PE h* such that L(p) is a subquotient of M(I) then p is
again E K w.8.,which (of course) follows from Theorem (1.7).
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(2.12) Remark. The above proof (with suitable and obvious
modifications) shows that under the assumptions of Theorem (2.2) ((a) or
(b)) on M and N, we also have Ext;,,,,(M, N) = 0, for all n 2 0.
As (more or less) immediate consequencesof the theorem, we get
(2.13) COROLLARIES. (a) Let ME 0 w.g.. Then there exists a unique
family (Mnwg} of submodules of M such that
(i)
(ii)

M,w.p.E cO$&and
M = J&B. MAwB.

This is generalization of [DGK, Theorem 5.73 to a (generally) much larger
category 0 w.g..
(b) Let M be any module in the category 0 (resp. Lo“.g.) such that it
has no irreducible subquotients L(u) with u N 0 (resp. u z ’ 0), then for all
n>O
(1) H,(g,M)=H,(g,6,M)=Oand
(2) fm, M) = f%L 6, w = 0.
One important example of such a M is any highest weight module with
highest weight il + 0. If 1 E Kw.g.,wejust demand that I B ’ 0, i.e., ;1is not of
the form wp - p, for any w E W.
The following two special casesof (b) are of particular interest:
(b,) Let L(A) be the integrable highest weight module (of course A, in
this case, is dominant integral). Then tf 2 # 0
H,(% L(J)) = H,(g, fl?L(A)) = fn3, L(A)) = fw3,~, L(J)) = 0,
for all n 2 0.
More generally, let L(A) and L(u) be integrable highest weight modules
with A # p then, for all n > 0,

Eq,,,,W(4,

UP)) = Ext;W),

L(P)) = 0.

This result is due to M. Duflo (unpublished). See also [Ku, Theorem 1.73.
(b2) Let ME 0 be such that the Casimir operator acts as an
automorphism on M, then
HA, W = H,(g, h W = Wg, M) = I-f’%, 5, M) = 0,

for all

n 2 0.
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The vanishing of H&J, M) in this case is one of the main results of
Kumar [Ku, Theorem 1.21.
Proof: (a) is an easy consequence of Theorem (2.2)(b). The details are
similar to [DGK, Proof of Theorem 4.2, pp. 105-1061.
(b) Since H,(g, M) = Tor;(M’, C) and [Tor:(M’, C)]* z Ext;(M, C)
(by Lemma (2.4)) and further H”(g, M) = Ext$C, M), (1) and (2) of (b)
follow immediately from Theorem (2.2) and Remark (2.12).
To prove (b,); just observe that L(A)E O”.g. and I 8’ 0. (For otherwise
A = op - p for some w #e and A is dominant, which is not possible.)
The vanishing of Ext”(L(A), L(p)) follows in the same way, from
Theorem (2.2)(b).
To prove (b2), observe that if I N p E h* and I’(,?) and V(p) are highest
weight modules (of highest weights I and p, respectively) then the Casimir
operator acts on I’(A) and V(p) by the same scalar (and the scalar is
a(l+p, I+p)-o(p,
p)). In particular, if the Casimir acts as an
automorphism on A4 then M cannot have any irreducible subquotient L(p)
with /A1~0.
(2.14) Remark. Corollary (b) part (1) was conjectured in [Ku, Conjecture 1.101. In fact, it was conjectured there that H,(g, V(A))=O, where
I’(A) is any highest weight module (with highest weight A) provided
A # wp - p, for any w E W. In view of Proposition (1.10) we have proved
that this is indeed true in the affme (including twisted affine) case.It is true
in general if 1 E K”.g.. But we show, by the following example, that for
general g there exists 1 oh* and I not of the form wp - p for any WE W,
such that H,(g, I’(1)) # 0. Of course, any such A ‘v 0 and g is neither finite
dimensional nor affine.
Suppose we have a 1,fO~h* such that the trivial
(2.15) EXAMPLE.
module C is a subquotient of the Verma module M(A), i.e., there exist gmodules M and N satisfying A44 M(A) and we have an exact sequence
O+N+M-+C+O.
(Of course any such A can not be of the form wp - p, for any w E W.)
But M(il)/N
Now Ext;(@, M(A)/N) = @(g, M(i)/N) z [M(A)/N]?
contains M/N% @ as a submodule and hence Ext$C, M(A)/N) # 0. We
construct a similar example in homology.
We have the following exact sequence (M(A), M, and N are as before)
0 + @+ M(A)/N + M(I)/M
481/108/2-14

+ 0.
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This gives rise to the long exact homology sequence

From this we get that H,(g, M(A)/M) # 0, for otherwise, @% H,(g, C) 4
H,(g, M(I)/N) z M(l)/(g . M(A) + N) = 0 (since 1# 0). A contradiction!
So it suffices to find ,?E h*, 2 # 0 such that the trivial module @ is subquotient of M(1).
Again we consider symmetric hyperbolic 2 x 2 Cartan matrix
ff,= (2, 2”) with a 2 3.
Assume that there exists (m, n) E Z + x Z + with m + n > 0 and
m+n+m’+n’=mna.

(*)

In this case, using (I, (of the previous section)), we can easily see that
C = L(0) is a subquotient of M(ma, + nct2). (Observe that ma, + nq E AT
by (Id-)
We come to the existence of m, n, and a satisfying (*). For example, for
a= 3, at least the pairs (m, n)= (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2) satisfy (*). For a=4,
the pairs (m,n)=(l, 1),(1,2),(2, 1) satisfy (*).
I do not know if there are infinitely many (m, n) and a satisfying (*).
(2.16) Remark. Many results in this paper, stated for the pair (g, h),
can be extended to the pair (g, gs + h), where SC ( l,..., Z} is a subset of
finite type and gs is the (finite dimensional) Lie algebra corresponding to
the submatrix (a,,)i,j,,. Since the extension is fairly straightforward to state
and prove, we leave it to the interested reader.
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